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Important events to report:  Investment restructuring in two real estate projects 

 

The management of Meta Estate Trust S.A. informs the shareholders and the market about the optimization 

of the portfolio by restructuring the investments in two residential real estate projects - Phase II of ONE66 

and Phase II of Avrig Residence, following the analysis of the project portfolio, in order to maintain the 

assumed targets for the portfolio return. 

 

Alexandru Bonea, Managing Director Meta Estate Trust: The second quarter of this year was, as we 

planned and announced at the beginning of the year, a period designed to restructure the Meta Estate Trust 

portfolio with the objective of improving the company's position from a performance and risk perspective. 

The two agreements concluded are proof of our high adaptability. We are therefore reducing our off-balance 

sheet exposure and delivering even higher investment margins as compared to what initially planned. 
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Our strategy is to constantly review the projects in which we are involved, both in terms of opportunities and 

progress. We will continue to take the necessary steps to generate value for our shareholders. 

 

For the investment in Phase II of the ONE66 project, realized in February 2023 through an advance 

payment of 586,301 euro for a total of 24 apartments with an initial completion date of August 2025, the 

company has signed an agreement with the developer for restructuring as follows: the amount of 745,989 

euro consisting of the amount initially paid and the related penalties is used as a 97% advance payment for 

6 apartments and 7 parking spaces in Phase I of the project, already completed. Thus the initial investment 

earns a return of 20% p.a. and the new agreement secures a package of completed apartments that Meta 

Estate Trust will be able to sell towards the end of 2024 and beginning of 2025, with a potential continued 

return of 20%; 

 

For the investment in Phase II of the Avrig Residence project, realized in 2022 through an advance of 50% 

of the price, amounting to € 1,634,340 for a total of 27 apartments, the company signed an agreement with 

the developer for restructuring as follows: the amount of € 2,037,500 consisting of the amount initially paid 

together with penalties to constitute an advance of 80% for 22 apartments and 8 parking spaces. We estimate 

that the properties could be sold in the year 2026 at an estimated annualized yield of over 20%. 

 

 

Alexandru Bonea 

Managing Director 
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